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PURPOSE 
To run Baker style S, W, and Z lock assemblies. 

 

ASSEMBLY PARTS 
1. Body 

2. Locating Ring 

 

OPERATION 
The C-1 pinning procedures are done in one of the following ways: 

 
Pinning the lock assemblies only: 
The two upper outer series of pin holes are used pinning under the fishing neck 
of the lock assembly. Brass shear stock is used. 

 
Pinning the C-1 Running Tool to the S selective lock assemblies: 
Will require an A shank to retract down facing locks. This allows the lock 
assembly to not hang up while lowering into the well. 

 

The up facing locks follow behind enabling them to locate in the nipple profile 
during upward jarring portion of the setting sequence. 

 
Pinning to plugs with removable equalizing mandrels: 
The lock assembly is pinned in a similar manner under the fishing neck. Use the 
lower outer series of pin holes with brass shear stock. 

 
The equalizing mandrel is pinned through an upper center pin hole or 
one of the upper outer holes. This pin will typically be brass depending on the 
size of the plug being ran. 

 

Pinning the W and Z lock assemblies: 
Is done in the same manner. Being a no-go lock assembly, no shanks are 
required during the normal setting procedures. 

 

To set the lock assembly in the nipple profile, lower in the nipple using 
moderate downward jarring. This ensures that the lock assembly has landed at 
the proper depth before upward jarring is administered to set the lock assembly 
and shear the C-1 Running Tool pins. 

 
PRECAUTIONS 
Check the locator ring size to make sure that it matches the nipple profile 
before setting selective locking assemblies. 

 
(Sizes on next page) 
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Nominal Size 1.50” 2.00” 2.50” 3.00” 4.00” 

Assembly Number 0203C150A0 0203C200A0 0203C250A0 0203C300A0 0203C400A0 

Item Part Name      

1 Body 0203C15001 0203C20001 0203C25001 0203C30001 0203C40001 

2 Locator Ring 
0203C15002 0203C20002 0203C25002 0203C30002 0203C40002 

 

Locator Ring 
Sizing Options 

1.468” 
1.520” 

1.593” 
1.656” 

45.00 mm 

1.807” 

1.843” 

1.906” 
47.00 mm 

 
2.281” 

2.343” 
55.00 mm 

 
2.781” 

2.843” 
58.00 mm 

 
3.802” 

3.843” 
75.00 mm 

Upper Thread 
Connection 

0.938”-10 UN 0.938”-10 UN 0.938”-10 UN 1.062”-10 UN 1.062”-10 UN 

LowerThread 
Connection 

0.625”-11 UNC 0.75”-16 UN 1.00”-14 UN 1.00”-14 UN 1.00”-14 UN 

Max O.D. 1.656” 1.906” 2.343” 2.843” 3.843” 

Fishneck Size 1.18” 1.375” 1.375” 1.75” 3.125” 

 
 

 

* Other Sizes Available Upon Request * 
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